
Jacobson tapped the keys at his computer forming  a broken sentence meant to start the 
final series of paragraphs that would end his magnum opus. The more he typed with what was 
left of his mangled right hand the further he found his zest  for writing give way to deepening 
frustration with his inability to produce typeface at the speed that he could think out his story 
within his mind. His slowness caused paragraphs to be lost or be irreparably changed. The 
future of his six hundred page epic was stuck rotting the stick rotten place inside Jacobson's 
mind where all things went to die and become lost forever. He’d lost whole books there, buried 
in the graveyards of his synapses. 
 

He cursed himself for giving up the fingers on his left hand, leaving only a paddle-like 
stump of a palm behind, but without their sacrifice he’d likely have never passed page six. That 
page had haunted Jacobson for weeks. It was a nagging blockade, nay, a wall towering hot the 
sky. An impossible place for a writer of Jacobson’s limited vocabulary to escape from. The 
sacrifice of the five fingers on his left hand had brought at least fifty pages of inspiration each. 
Fabulous pages that tantalized the senses and longed merely to be read and understood. It was 
almost that the words themselves had come to life. The two fingers he’d sacrificed from his right 
hand had yielded a further fifty pages combined, leaving him with only his middle, pointer, and 
thumb. After reading his novel any future brides Jacobson might take would surely understand 
why he’d given his sacred ring finger to keep his pointer and middle fingers for typing. 
 

He started typing another sentence. Stopped, then deleted it. His mind was moving the 
story’s conclusion in seven, now eight, maybe even nine, different directions. It was like being 
stuck on a new roller coaster and not knowing when his mind would twist, turn, drop, and loop 
around ideas. There was no such thing in Jacobson’s mind as clarity. There was a time that 
Jacobson’s fingers could keep up with his thoughts. When his full ten digits moved with a 
flashing grace, They’d caused a flurry of buttons pressed so quickly that in his youth, with 
windows 95, he’d have to stop typing and let the computer catch up with the words being printed 
onto its screen. But not now. For years now his hands had cramped waiting still for ideas. 
 

One would think that chopping off seven of your own fingers over the course of five 
months with a butcher knife in your kitchen would give you the horrific insight to finish what was 
primarily a horror novel. Sadly not the case for Jacobson. His mind was akin to roadkill now. 
Like a skunk, possum, or dog laid out by an eighteen wheeler. Destroyed beyond recognition 
and left to fester and rot with flies picking at it. Flies laying larva in it. Flies birthing from the rot 
and flying out of his mind stealing his thoughts as they went fluttering away. 
 

A page, maybe two or three more. Fifteen hundred words at most and it would be 
finished. Then he could rest knowing his legacy would forever be intact. Maybe he only needed 
to cleave off part of a finger for that little. Or just the tip. Maybe, possibly, he could pull off a 
fingernail or just rend a bit of flesh. Just enough to clear his mind and slow down to make the 
right decision. These last few pages would make the book. It would complete the epic. 
 



If his muse would come to him, he could barter. However, the last two fingers he’d 
removed had been done without making a contract with his muse first. He simply removed them 
and laid them aside waiting for the muse to claim its fare.  
 

Taking a pen in what hand he still had left Jacobson attempted to write first with only his 
pointer finger and thumb. He could do it but if it wasn’t near as fluid or legible without his pointer 
finger to supporting the shaft of the pen. Next he tried to only use his middle finger and thumb. 
Possible, but even harder to read. His words were mis-proportioned and jagged like how you 
see a lunatics writing in movies. The words almost looked like evil cuneiform. You’d have to 
know it was english you were looking at to figure out what was written. Lastly he tried writing 
with his two fingers and no thumb. This required much more wrist work which was tiring but 
legible with small lettering. 
 

Clearly his thumb would be his last choice for a finger to remove, if he still wanted to take 
notes or write with a pen. A thing he did fancy from time to time.  He’d like to still drive so he’d 
surely have to keep his thumb. Losing the middle finger wouldn't’ be too bad. It’d also forcibly 
reduce his road rage. Already he likely could no longer go hunting as he couldn't support a gun. 
 

Hours passed of silent contemplation with his hand held before him and that computer 
monitor showing the final blank pages of his greatest work behind them. Work that would 
change a genre and twist the conventional assumptions of what a novel could be. Readers 
would laugh and cry and feel too much as Jacobson had felt too much while writing it. A work so 
special it could change the lives of some and destroy the lives of others by shattering their 
mortal depictions of the world. His work would be par only to the bible in human history. 

 
“High hopes I hear?” the voice said from beyond the veil eclipsing the ethereal nether 

between realms. 
 
“You’re here!” Jacobson said, “What took so long! I’ve been stuck here for days!” 
 
“You are not the only creator across the verses. Are you sure you want me back? You're 

all but handless now,” it’s voice was elongated and cold. Almost icy. It’s sound gave listeners 
the feeling that if the beast wanted to it could shatter glass by speaking. 

 
“I needn’t more than a page. How much for that?” there was desperation in Jacobson’s 

voice. Clear indication of his longing need. 
 
It chuckled in a deep retreating way that echoed not in Jacobson’s world but through the 

nether, “A page? Just one? Or is it something on the page you seek?” 
 
“The ending. I feel it. All them. So many endings I can’t choose the right path. Just a 

page more,” he fell to his knees, “For a fingertip! I beg you!” 
 



“The ending? For the greatest book ever written. That greatness for the tip of a finger? I 
think not.” 

 
“Then what?! You want a whole finger?” his voice shook from the thought, “Take the 

middle finger.” 
 
“No. Not a finger…” 
 
“You want this stump?” he held out his remaining left palm, “Take it! Take the whole 

arm!” 
 
“No… What I need is eyes…” It’s voice had a fleeting wispiness to it now. 
 
“My…. Eyes? Why?” 
 
“I need them. You didn’t ask why I needed fingers two through seven. Why ask about 

eyes? Know only that I need them and that you need an ending?” 
 

“I cannot type without eyes. I cannot read or edit without eyes.” 
 

“For your eyes this will be your master piece. I’ll take them after you finish and more 
people will read the book than all your other publications combined.” 
 

“” No, no, I cannot do that. My eyes,” he felt his face. Rolled his remaining three fingers 
over his closed eyes and felt their roundness. Then looked to the empty pages at the end of 
chapter fifty-two on the computer screen. He shed a tear and felt the muse leave causing a 
sucking at Jacobson’s soul like strings wrapped around his innards yanked towards the beyond. 
 

*** 
It was nearly a week later and Jacobson was at his cutting board again bargaining with 

himself over removing his eyes or lobbing off a finger and gambling that the Muse would honor 
his sacrifice with the gift of inspiration. Too risky to try without guarantee. Not worth betting a 
second time. 
 

Weeks scrolled by, he didn’t shave or brush his teeth, he stopped showering in the 
mornings and fell to drink. He tried ecstasy, lsd, and alcohol for inspiration. All had yielded none. 
There were days where Jacobson sat watching the screen, hoping the blankness would bring 
about an answer. Other days he read books ’d once inspired him. He stayed up until he passed 
out with hopes that in dreaming he would find an ending. He needed the Muse. A lifetime of 
creating left his mind as a dried husk flaking away. 
 

To remove his previous two fingers Jacobson had to wedge one of his chipping knives 
between his refrigerator and countertop so that he could then jam his hand down on the blade 



until he fully severed his finger at the joint. It was a jolting experience. The pushing and slicing. 
The snap of his knuckles. Icing his hand first helped immensely. He’d forgotten to do that when 
he lobbed off his first pinky. Now he had it down to a science. Ice the area for two hours. Get it 
good and numb. Then put his metal tea spoon over a flame on the stove. Remember to wear an 
oven mit and after the cutting is done use the spoon to seal the wound. It wasn’t a perfect way 
to do it but it was efficient. It was strange to think that performing such an act again was 
preferable to any alternative. At least with the removal of his eyes he may avoid performing the 
deed himself. How possibly could a man do something so henis himself. 
 

“Alok’fa kre’tor day’new lok’sule,” the Muse said, whispfully from the nether. 
 

Jacobson froze. He didn’t think or feel. There was only the stillness of air against 
fingertips slowly emerging from a rip in the universe inches from Jacobson’s eyes, “Is it you?” he 
said. 

 
“Yes,” the Muse huffed, “You have a deal for me? A barter for further inspiration?” the 

fingertips waved and rolled. 
 
“I do,” he stalled not knowing what to offer and not knowing how if in any way the Muse 

knew when he was most vulnerable, “My arm or leg, something, anything but my eyes.” 
 
“Eyes only,” the fingertips slowly began to recede into whatever realm the Muse called 

home, “I shall not waste my time again.” 
 
“Wait!” Jacobson screamed, “One eye. Please do it for one eye!” 
 
The fingers slowly came back through the void, “One now. Another in the future.” 
 
Jacobson’s heart raced, “How long until I would lose the second eye? And Could you 

take it from me? I couldn’t do it to myself.” 
 
“A rare man of supreme fortitude can remove his own eye. I would take your eyes from 

you. One today, now, the other when I am ready for it. That could be forty days or forty years. 
Still, it is the best and final offer.” 

 
“Yes,” he braced himself as his head was pulled forward by a spectral grasp. He was 

squeezed in the vice grip of the Muses’s ethereal claw unable to move himself. The finger tips 
extended out becoming full fingers nearing Jacobson’s eyes. They pushed into his face curling 
past his eyes with a feeling all too familiar. They were not the fingers of a distant being unknown 
to man but of man themselves. Truly, they were Jacobson’s own fingers possessed and digging 
into his left eye. Tearing away at the face which once commanded them. Borrowing for the 
eyeball. Once the eye was torn out and it’s veins severed the Muse released its grip on 



Jacobson allowing him to fall in a crumbled mess. He didn’t bleed like he should have. The 
Muse saw to that. In time it would return for the second eye. 

 
*** 

It was near ten years later when Jacobson was aged and could hardly climb his own 
stairs. His body had degraded and aged tenfold compared to his peers. His final novel had been 
a bestseller, sparked a movie and a t.v. show, been converted into a play, and was translated 
into every profitable language. It was an international sensation and widely hailed as the 
masterpiece it was. Yet Jacobson had never been interviewed or spoken about his works in 
public. He was now famed for his reclusive nature which was driven by his disfigurement. 

 
Who wanted to see a ripped pussing face with an eye ball lapsing in and out of 

infection? A wound that likely would never fully heal. His wound, said to be an accident, had 
baffled doctors around the world. Jacobson was disgusted by himself and so had removed all 
the mirrors in his luxurious home. He hadn’t seen a woman in person in nearly nine years. A 
man in almost five years. Groceries were delivered by a service and left on his porch. His lawn, 
once immaculate, was poorly tended to by a cheap service. Money and fame could not undo his 
hideous visage. 

 
Dismembering his hands had not been easy but it’d proven possible. Why then did 

Jacobson have a mental block stopping him from committing suicide. He could find a way to fire 
a gun, but never pull the trigger. What possessed him to stay alive. He’d completed his work. 
He’d ruined his body. What then was left for Jacobson in this world? 

 
Had the Muse removed his ability to act on his own wants? Did it sever the neural 

connections that would allow him to bring his ideas to fruition on his own? Each day Jacobson 
expected the Muse to come for his remaining eye. When it did finally come he planned to ask it 
to take his life aswell. But that day, without explanation, had yet to pass.  

 
 

 
 


